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There are wild cats, and wild cats
the Mexican chati or margay, the

American fynx, the Egyptian caffri
but the fiercest and wildest member
of the family is the serval of South
Africa. The serval is bigger than
most others, of his tribe', his body
measuring 40, inches in length and
his bushy tail addst16 inches to that
Long legged and agile, the serval or
"bush cat," as, the .native Africans
call him, is tfie"est"of the four-foot-

tree climbers and he ..often pursues

trees.
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STATE SETS MINIMUM WAGE

FOR WOMEN
Washington's first minimum wage

conference has set ?10 as the lowest
pay for women in the state. The nine
members of the conference were
unanimous. They were three em-
ployes, three employers and three
representatives of .the public. This
is said to be the highest minimum
for women established in any state of
the union.

DULL THUDS
The reason that an aviator always

smokes a cigaret is that it's a sign of
reckless nonchalance. . ;

Of course it's chivalry dating back
to the Middle Ages, but how did the
chivalry of the Middle Ages know
that a woman should walk on the
inside before there were plate glass.,
shop windows?

It's so many years ago that some
of these women who flock to tango
teas had no other excitement than
looking, out of the front window for
the waffle wagon.

Somehow a woman always feels
royal when she is strutting along with
a man m, patent leather pumps be
tween rows of bowing waiters in a
swell restaurant, but in her heart she
knows the money ought to be spent
on a home.

After treating TomfDick and Har-
ry to all the nt .drinks on the
catalogue, a man squares it with his
conscience by carrying home a pint of
raw oysters to Friend Wife.
' When you become so regular that

you drop into the same seat in the
same car each morning, it is time to
ask yourself, "Whither am I drift-
ing?" But at each stage of life yoir
aren't drifting, you're standing still.

In books heroes spent nine-tent-

of their tune talking to women; that's
why there aren't any heroes outside
of hookSc
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